
spring summer
LOOKBOOK



V-Neck Tone On Tone Print Pullover

#1591



#1554

#1591

#1563

Sage is a soft light and
warm colour palette. It's
a tranquil and relaxing

shade that is very
versatile and looks good
with almost everything,

making it a fantastic
alternative to add a pop

of colour to your
customers' wardrobes 



The garments are highly versatile
and will elevate your clients’
wardrobes by inspiring their
personal style! NADO Collection
invites clients to play around and
have fun coordinating these item
pieces in different ways with your
best denim, bottoms and
footwear. It’s all about helping
your business achieve multiple
sales while making your customers
feel great about themselves.
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#1553

#1551

#1554

 Blush is an accent shade
that works with both

warm and cool colors to
make it more flattering.
It pairs well with other
neutral as shown and it

is the colour of this
Spring and Summer

season.
 



#1563



#1564

#1564#1587

Tangerine is a creative
and confident color and
beams positive energy! 
 Tangerine  can add a

fresh and vibrant
attitude to your
customers' style

enhancing their skin
with a glamorous

radiance.
 



V-Neck Tone On Tone Print Pullover

#1591



Floral Wrap Ruffle Dress

#1576



Crew Neck Cap Sleeve Pullover

#1552



#1564



#1568

#1567

#1559

Gorgeous matching
short sleeve pullover
and cardigan that will
bring your customer

from Spring right into
Summer evenings.



Stripped Scoop Neck Pullover

#1556



Paisley Printed Flared Pants

#1586



#1507

#1508

#1551

#1585

#1584
#1584

Natural fabric capris to
keep your customers
fresh and cool during

hot summer days. 
Gorgeous cotton-linen

blend.



MULTI COLOR
STRIPPED FLARED
JUMPSUIT

#1583



Floral Eyelet Ruffle Sleeveless Dress

#1579



#1573

#1573
CROCHET
BOTTOM DOWN
LONG JACKET

It's very versatile, it can
be worn open or close,

as a dress or on top of a
bathing suit.



#1563

#1572

You can wear black at
anytime. You can wear it

at any age. You can
wear it for almost any

occasion.
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#1572

Perfect over your
bathing suit on those

hot summer days


